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RESISTO PROJECT – PUBLISHABLE EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Communications play a fundamental role in the economic and social well-being of the citizens and
on operations of most of the CIs. Thus they are a primary target for criminals having a multiplier
effect on the power of attacks and providing enormous resonance and gains. Also extreme
weather events and natural disasters represents a challenge due to their increase in frequency
and intensity requiring smarter resilience of the Communication CIs, which are extremely
vulnerable due to the ever-increasing complexity of the architecture also in light of the evolution
towards 5G, the extensive use of programmable platforms and exponential growth of connected
devices. The fact that most enterprises still manage physical and cyber security independently
represents a further challenge. RESISTO platform is an innovative solution for Communication CIs
holistic situation awareness and enhanced resilience (aligned with ECSO objectives). Based on an
Integrated Risk and Resilience analysis management and improvement process availing all
resilience cycle phases (prepare, prevent, detect, absorb, etc.) and technical resilience capabilities
(sense, model, infer, act, adopt), RESISTO implements an innovative Decision Support System to
protect communication infrastructures from combined cyber-physical threats exploiting the
Software Defined Security model on a suite of state of the art cyber/physical security components
(Blockchain, Machine Learning, IoT security, Airborne threat detection, holistic audio-video
analytics) and services (Responsible Disclosure Framework) for detection and reaction in presence
of attacks or natural disasters. Through RESISTO Communications Operators, will be able to
implement a set of mitigation actions and countermeasures that significantly reduce the impact
of negative events in terms of performance losses, social consequences, and cascading effects in
particular by bouncing efficiently back to original and forward to operational states of operation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The present document is a deliverable of the RESISTO project (Grant Agreement No. 786409)
Funded by the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Research and Innovation under its
Horizon 2020 Research and innovation programme (H2020).
RESISTO concept is an innovative solution for Communication Critical Infrastructures (CIs) holistic
situation awareness and enhanced resilience providing holistic (cyber/physical) situation
awareness and enhanced resilience against cyber-physical attacks and disasters. RESISTO will help
Communications Infrastructures Operators to take the best countermeasures and reactive actions
exploiting the combined use of risk and resilience preparatory analyses, detection and reaction
technologies, applications and processes in the physical and cyber domains.
Deliverable 9.2 includes a detailed description of the pilot scenarios and use cases, the first run of
which has been implemented. Each pilot will be executed according to a two-phase – two runapproach. The first run aims at implementing the complete test beds and starting integration with
RESISTO platform while testing connectivity. Some basic tests will be carried on in order to test
functionality of the test bed and interconnection with the platform. The first run results will allow
us to target early flaws and challenges, which will be addressed in a sanitization period between
the two piloting phases. Moreover, some simulated attacks will also be undertaken. The aim is to
test as much as possible in order to be confident of the complete set up. In the second phase, a
more mature and more stable version of the pilots will be tested including all the cases of the test
plan.
This document details the execution of the first run of the use cases referred to Macro Scenario
3: “improving of resilience of future 5G Telco Infrastructures”, including the architecture of the
test bed, the equipment used, the procedures followed for testing, the connections/
interconnections made within the test bed and with RESISTO platform and other aspects likesome
basic key performance indicators measured that will enhance the success of the pilot.
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ABBREVIATIONS

2G, 3G, 4G

Second, third and fourth generation of mobile phone systems

ACLs

Access Control Lists

API

Application Programming Interface

APN

Access Point Name

ASIC

Application Specific Integrated Circuit

AV

Antivirus detection

B2B

Back-to-Back gateway

BNG

Broadband Network Gateway

CCA

Critical Communication Application

CCS

Critical Communications System

CCTV

Closed Circuit TV

CDN

Content Delivery Network

CI

Critical infrastructure

CPS

Cyber-Physical Systems

CPU

Central Processing Unit

DMO

Direct Mode Operations

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standard Institute

EU

European Union

FW

Firewall

GGSN

Gateway GPRS Support Node

GSM

Global System for Mobile communications

GSSI

Group Short Subscriber Identity

HW

HardWare

HTTP

HyperText Transfer Protocol

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

IDS

Intrusion detection systems

IGMP

Internet Group Management Protocol

IoT

Internet of Things

IPS

Intrusion prevention systems
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IPTV

Internet Protocol Television

ISI

Inter System Interface

ISSI

Individual Short Subscriber Identity

ISITEP

Inter System Interfaces for TETRA-TETRAPOL Networks

ITSI

Individual TETRA subscriber Identity

KPIs

Key Performance Indicators

LTCL

Long Term Control Loop

LTE

Long Term Evolution (= 4G)

MNO

Mobile Network Operator

NaaS

Network as a Service

NFV

Network Functions Virtualization

NOC

Network Operations Center

NSSP

Network Slice Subnet Provider

OTT

Over-the-Top

PC

Personal Computer

PPDR

Public Protection and Disaster Relief

PSIM-C

Physical Security Management Center

PTT

Push To Talk

QoS

Quality of Service

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit

SDN

Software Defined Networking

SDS

Software Defined Security

SLA

Service Level Agreement

SOC

Security Operation Center

SP

Service Provider

SW

SoftWare

TCCE

TETRA and Critical Communications Evolution

TEA2

TETRA Encryption Algorithm #2

TETRA

TErrestrial Trunked RAdio

TG

Talk Group

TMO

Trunked Mode Operations
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UE

User Equipment

UAV

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

VM

Virtual machine

VPN

Virtual Private Network

WP

Work Package
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1. INTRODUCTION
Up to now many activities have been carried out to elaborate the different attacks and the
mechanisms to protect critical infrastructure against them. Algorithms have been developed in
the Resisto platform in order to take into consideration all the aspects in a critical situation from
preventing up to detecting and mitigate the attack.
Integration of different component from different partners is the key point in order to prepare
the test run. The complete testbeds have to be implemented considering from the sensors up to
the communication part.
Integration and set up will allow us to start testing the different scenarios. In each one a critical
service will be attacked and the system will detect and react in order to avoid a big impact on the
service itself and a propagation on the network.

1.1. Scope
This document is dedicated to detail the pilot scenarios integration and use cases set up in order
to implement and execute the different test. Specifically, the purpose of this document is
threefold:







The document presents and specifies the technical integration of the complete service
implemented considering all the partners and different component that compose the
system. The architecture will be explained in detail.
Therefore, the technologies that will be used are described in detail.
Also its integration with the RESISTO platform is described.
Moreover, it explains the set up and configuration of the different use cases required for
realizing the intended pilots.
Furthermore, it defines a clear description of how the different pilots test will be executed
and how users will interact with the modules of the platform.

Finally, the document provides means to verify the success of the different pilots’ tests. For this,
each pilot takes into consideration its already predefined key performance indicators (KPIs), along
with evaluation criteria and measureable success criteria. The results of this step will be used in
the evaluation phase.

1.2. Relation to Other Deliverables within RESISTO
This document has incoming and outgoing dependencies with the following other deliverables of
the RESISTO project.







D2.8: This document contained a detailed specification of the use cases and the multiple
possible scenarios for our pilots. In the document at hand, we refine the selected use
cases by describing the technical aspects of the integration between pilot specific
technologies and RESISTO platform.
D6.1: Adaptors and risk predictor definition.
D9.1: Pilot preparation
D5.3: Workflow definition
D3.8: KPIs specification
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D3.9: UC assessment/resilience indicators
D5.3: RESISTO workflow

1.3. Document outline
The deliverable is organized as follows;
Then, in Section 2, we provide a brief overview of the main characteristics of the WP9 uses case
in terms of future networks and 5G to be considered in order to understand the tests carried on.
Section 3 presents the methodology used with respect to the pilot integration steps and the tests
specification.
The core of this document is given by Sections 4, 5, and 6 where we describe in detail the pilots’
execution of WP9 use cases. Each pilot is described by considering its scope, the required
technologies, the execution procedure, the expected results, as well as its KPIs and evaluation
criteria,
Finally, we briefly conclude in Section 7.
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2. 5G FUTURE NETWORKS CONSIDERATIONS
WP9 addresses the Future communication infrastructures that rapidly are emerging. Future
networks named as 5G will introduce better capabilities in terms of bandwidth, speed and latency.
One of the key aspects of 5G is the deployment of IT infrastructure at the edge due to the
virtualization and de-centralization. As a result of this, a significant part of the network
infrastructure is likely to become distributed through a high number of physical locations, which
makes global network security and dependability much more challenging to achieve.
To this respect, resilience and the ability to provide and maintain the required level of service
against any faults of this network will be indeed a challenge since the traditional solutions for
protection of the infrastructure against disruptive events are no longer adequate to guarantee
the fulfilment in this new architecture. Trying to anticipate the different attack and therefore the
different faults will allow us to be in advance against hackers or attackers.
Threats for services with new innovative networks that are not still implemented as commercial
services needs to be dealt. All the above result in a very challenging WP9 in terms of bringing new
aspects on cypher physical threats;
In order to increase the resilience of such a 5G network, risks have to be identified and appropriate
resilience metrics have to be defined for the service to be protected covering the whole network:









Distributed backhaul,
Cloud Storage and platform system,
RF communication head-end
Power supply
Edge Computing
Applications and data,
Services provided and a wide variety of users.
Data/User privacy and legacy

To deal with this, WP9 particular 5G deployments with complemented technologies such as
artificial intelligence or blockchain are aimed at testing:
1. Protection on 5G network nodes and protocol.
2. Protection on private network enhanced with blockchain
3. Protection of edge nodes
Recent technical advancements have contributed to provide new solutions to cope with the new
challenges raised by 5G:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Machine Learning
Network slicing provides a solution of dedicated services
Network function virtualization (NFV)
and software-defined networking (SDN) techniques.
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3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Macro scenario test objectives
This macro-scenario creates the baseline for federated actions against a miscellany of evolving
physical and cyber threats, addressing real operating conditions in 5G networks, affecting the
telecom services and end-users.
The main focus of the RESISTO implementation platform is to support the relevant macroscenarios via serving a wide diversity of service provision aspect, covering existing needs, filling
identified gaps in the telecom’s infrastructure’s security and providing relevant solutions for the
emerging future.
The aim of this macro-scenario tests is to jointly activate all the necessary assets, infrastructures,
people and networks so that to operationally validate the Future Telco Infrastructures protection
against physical and cyber threats. More specifically it aims:


To deploy piloting of a large number of Use Cases addressing the detection, prevention,
response, mitigation and protection of cyber and physical threats requirements of existing
facilities and infrastructures in 5G uses cases



Deploy all the infrastructure necessary for the tests



Deploy interfaces for interconnection of the different components



Integrate all the components and interfaces



To specify the various test-beds and to pave the way for federation of facilities and joint
actions



Test the long-term and short term behavior of our platform



Engaging the end-users to actively organize and execute the pilots



On one hand, analysis results of the response of the different attacks



Furthermore, to the previous point, provide tangible feedback and evaluation on the
resilience of existing premises and infrastructures



Finally encounter and define technological challenges within existing telecommunication
systems and critical infrastructures



In fact, and as a conclusion, to implement an innovative integrated platform for protection
actions against real world, known or potentially provisioned, combined physical and cyber
threats based on the so-far relevant experience

RESISTO use cases tests described in this deliverable are not static; instead they evolve during the
project in order to best prove the RESISTO functionalities during the pilot phase of the project.
Therefore, some of the attributes from the general description and structure given herein
structure may be adjusted and differentiated in later stages through the validation framework
iterations.
According to the DoW, specific main use cases have been suggested for each macro-scenario,
while certain others refers to more than one macro-scenario and thus are mentioned as
“impacted’, since they are affected by the conductance and the outcomes of the main ones.
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The first test run, “testing of the tools”, will check the technical dimension of the platform and
components. The results will allow to suggest improvements; debugging, adjustments or
upgrades.
Macro-Scenario 3 is meant to be examined in the framework of WP9.

3.2. Pilot Integration and Execution
See description provided in deliverable D7.2 at paragraph 2.3.

3.3. Pilot Verification
See description provided in deliverable D7.2 at paragraph 2.4.

3.4. Key Features of the RESISTO System
See description provided in deliverable D7.2 at paragraph 2.5.
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4. USE CASE 5 SUB-CASE 2: PROTECTION OF CLOUD STORAGE
SERVICES SMART MANUFACTURING

4.1. Use Case Brief Description
This UC addresses the validation and trialing of RESISTO platform in an Industry 4.0 scenario where
both 5G and Robotics technologies are applied. Two implementations of the UCs are foreseen:
a) a 5G test lab located in Genova Ericsson site where a IIT robot is remotely driven.
b) a Smart Manufacturing test bed located in the COMAU premises in Turin area, where the
ICT-17 Platform of H2020 5G EVE project, is available for supporting the UC
implementation.
The 5G network in these scenarios provides the wireless connectivity able to guarantee the
requested performance, in terms of latency, security, scalability and mobility, needed to
implement the” virtual” robot control: the robot control functionalities are not located on the
robots themselves but in the edge cloud on the 5G network.
The UC demonstrates that the RESISTO platform is able to provide protection against cyberattacks detecting unauthorized events like changes of installed SW, configuration data or user
account, generating the correspondent alarms and proposing the relevant countermeasure able
to mitigate the attack effects.
The overall smart manufacturing scenario is depicted in the figure below:

Figure 1: Blockchain based Smart Manufacturing Data Integrity Protection

The three different domains (operator and end-user local/remote domains) needed to implement
the virtual robot control are connected among them using the 5G networks. In addition, the links
with the external block-chain application and the RESISTO platform are highlighted.
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4.2. Pilot Preparation, Integration and Initial Setup
4.2.1.

Integration with RESISTO platform components

The workflow of the RESISTO platform in the SMART MANUFACTURING scenario is shown in the
figure below:

Figure 2: Smart Manufacturing Data Integrity Protection workflow
The MIDA agent resides within the actual node and devices and monitors events such as file
changes, directory changes, and processes. The MIDA Back-End collects the signatures and send
them to the KSI Gateway to store them in the Guardtime blockchain (T0 time-stamp status), These
data are then periodically used to check accountability and immutability of the monitored data
status: if unauthorized changes are found the MIDA Back-end sends an alarm to the RESISTO Event
Correlator. The RESISTO platform is then able to perform the correlation of the received events
and if a relevant cyber threat is detected advices the rescue/emergency team using the
Emergency Warning Communication Function.
Specifically, in the test bed that is implemented in the Ericsson 5G lab, the Guardtime MIDA
(Machine Integrity Defense and Awareness) framework is used to monitor the integrity of the
server used to establish the connection between the end-user application (located in the cloud at
the edge) that drives the robots and the robots (located in the production area). The test bed is
depicted in the figure below:

Figure 3: 5G IIT Robot Remote driven test bed in Ericsson Genova site
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Similarly, the figure below depicts the test bed to be implemented in the COMAU premises.

Figure 4: 5G SMART MANUFACTURING test bed in COMAU site

4.2.2.

Other specific elements of the various Use-Cases

In order to realize the use case, as explained in paragraph 4.2.1 it is needed to have specific
software modules to be integrated in the RESISTO platform, the main ones are described more
in details here below:
1. MIDA Agent
provides distributed data capture for machine state and configuration changes. The Agents
reside within the actual devices or virtual machines and monitor events such as file changes,
directory changes, and processes and resource usage. MIDA Agent is composed of multiple
“pollers” which each carry out specific monitoring tasks, listed in more detail in RESISTO
Deliverable 4.3. The function of VMAR Agent pollers is to periodically query various
information from the local file system, package that information (using dockets), engage
with the signing service (to generate KSI signatures), and send signed events to MIDA Backend for further processing.
2. MIDA Back-end
provides event filtering, analysis, correlation, exchange and storage services. Consists of
Sentry, Broker, and Venture. In the context of RESISTO project, these components are
configured to perform minimal event verification, forensics storage, and message
forwarding functions. Please refer to RESISTO Deliverable 4.3 for more details.
3. KSI Gateway
is an user-facing server component providing necessary services for using KSI Blockchain. KSI
Gateway authenticates and aggregates signing requests; and maintains a local replica of KSI
Blockchain for the extending service, used for ‘extending’ signatures for archival or
immediate verification. KSI Gateway connects to upstream services provided by Guardtime.
MIDA Agents and back-end need access to KSI Gateway to sign and timestamp events..
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4. Event Correlator
The Event correlator, when a match is found, inform the EWCF via the WFL MGR (Workflow
Manager module) to send the alarms to the Rescue Team.
5. Workflow Manager
The WFL MGR, that is involved in response and mitigation steps of RESISTO, supports the
identification of the specific actions to be carried out when a specific event occurs. In this UC
it will send a message to the EWCF with the relevant information related to the event and to
the rescue team to be alerted.
6. Emergency Warning Communication Function
The EWCF module is needed to manage the notification of the possible threats against the
monitored network elements. The notification will be sent to the Security Operation team
by means of a dedicated app to be installed on a mobile phone. The EWCF is interconnected
to the Event Correlator and Workflow manager of the RESISTO platform.
7. Rescue Team Apps
The Rescue Team App consists of an App to be installed on the mobile phone of the security
personnel in charge to monitor and manage the security aspects of the customer
networks/elements
All the module listed above are assumed to be up and running before the execution of the tests.
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5. USE CASE 8: PPDR VIRTUAL OPERATOR
5.1. Use Case Brief Description
The use case is focused in protecting a real 5G Site from a combined Cyber physical attack. RTV’s
Testbed aims to build a complete 5G network to provide the critical service to be attacked.
RTV Testbed has implemented a complete 5G network including transmitter, routers, new
Generation Core and service running on top of that. The system is running and innovative Open
Ran 5G system. We have integrated a core from Metaswitch and an Open Ran system from ASOCS.
To implement the system, we have selected split 2 from CU and DU and split 7.2 from DU and RU.
We are transmitting from a 100mW Small Cell in 3.7Ghz and bandwidth of 100Mhz.
In the use case the main objective is to increase the correlation between physical and cyber alarms
to detect faster the attack and to mitigate the action performed by the malicious intruder.
The test bed has been set up in a portable configuration.

Figure 5: 5G Open Ran Equipment

The block diagram is shown as follows. It contains a CU server, a DU server 2 HP switches and the
connection to the PoE to feed the RU. With the router we connect to internet, VPN, Resisto
platform etc…
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Figure 6: 5G Open Ran Architecture

In the use case we have a combination of physical and cyber-attack done by means of a Jamming
attack and an IMSI catcher attack.
The Bill of material used in the 5G network test bed is the following one:

Jamming and IMSI-catcher attack/threat
In relation to the attack to the small cell service availability, an attack/threat will be detected
where the attacker targets the small cell node providing the connectivity, thus negatively affecting
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service availability by using direct methods (jamming) or indirect methods (rogue cell - i.e. IMSIcatcher). Two tests have been run.

5.2. Pilot Preparation, Integration and Initial Setup
RTV has built the UC testbed in our Laboratory in Madrid. The main objective was simulate a real
5G site and part of the 5G network.
We have a complete end-to-end system in Open Ran 5G. We have 5 users or SIMs that simulate
real user in our emulate 5G service. One of this user or SIM do not have permission to access all
services of this 5G network even if it is an authorised user of the network.
The signal is now available in our laboratory in Juan Esplandiu with:
a)
b)
c)
d)

5G Infrastructures
Machines hosting various services and roles as per the UC Scenarios description
Active Network Equipment: Routers, BNGs, Switches
Services running such as video content and applications.

All connectivity management can be done remotely, by secure VPN through the router on the
left side.

a

Figure 7: 5G Open Ran interconnection
In order to transmit the signal and small cell from ASOCS is used. The 5G terminal is a Huawei 5G
CPE with SIM in order to receive signals and services. Huawei used is: H112-372 CPE
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Figure 8: 5G Open Ran Radio and CPE

the complete network is synchronized by means of the Grand Master from ADVA.

Figure 9: 5G Open ADVA Gran Master Ran Synchronizer
The OSA 5401 is a small form-factor pluggable Grand Master unit. The front panel includes the
SMA-F connector (50 ohms) for GNSS antenna and the MCX-F connector for I/O PPS/10MHz (not
used). The rear side contains SFP or a combo SFP/SFP+ 1000Base-X Port
Network IP have been configured as follow:
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Software Deployed
The testebed is running on a Debian-based Linux distribution with a GUI. VPN/VNC access for
remote desktop management is available. All the equipment except for the RU are accessible via
WebApp Server. As shown the system is based on Dockers and kubernetes containers. DU, CU and
NGC are running in a container way.
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Figure 10: 5G Open Ran Software Stack

Vsphere center from VMWaver is managing all the containers.

Figure 11: 5G Open Ran Container virtualisation
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Virtual Machines/containers Deployed
Everything is running on virtual machines. CU, DU and NGC or the mobile operator core are
running on containers

Finally users and 5G configuration is set up using the NGC from Metaswitch. This software allows
to configure SIMs, network but also provide us with a complete monitoring information about
services, usage bandwidth etc…

Figure 12: 5G Open Ran Core from Metaswitch
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The Ranmonitor Sever node has connectivity with RESISTO platform using VPN connection in
order to send directly the detected events. This network connectivity to the RESISTO
infrastructure from Integrasys testbed site is provided by establishing an IPsec VPN tunnel using
FortiClient software:
 VPN client: FortiClient v6.4.3.1608 (Windows host machine)
 VPN IP address: 172.25.0.3
As regards the interaction with RESISTO Platform, the detected events by Ranmonitor tool are
sent directly to RESISTO platform in JSON format using the Kafka broker provided by Leonardo:
 Unauthorized Rogue eNodeB. A cell is detected in the operator frequency bands with an
unknown ID. This cell could be a rogue eNodeB or an IMSI-catcher.
{"headers":{"uuid":"8b564d24-436d-11eb-b378-0242ac130002","key":"07acc1b4-6790-11eb-ae930242ac130002","timestamp":"1608041227"},"body":"{\"SourceID\":\"5030a844-3ed5-11eb-b3780242ac130004\",\"Type\":\"UnknownCell\",\"Latitude\":\"37.38211\",\"Longitude\":\"6.028726\",\"Altitude\":\"0\",\"CreateTime\":\"Dec 15th, 14:07:08 pm\",\"DetectTime\":\"Dec 15th, 14:07:07
pm\",\"Category\":\"Intrusion.UnauthorizedCell\",\"Description\":\"A cell is detected in the operator
frequency bands with an unknown ID. This cell could be a rogue eNodeB or an IMSIcatcher\",\"Freq\":\"2670\",\"Tech\":
\"LTE\",\"MCC\":\"001\",\"MNC\":\"01\",\"TAC\":\"7\",\"ENBI\":\"105217\",\"CI\":\"1\",\"PCI\":\"1\",\"RSRP\":\"69\",\"NodeName\": \"eu.resisto.ranmonitor.1\",\"NodeType\":
\"Spectrum/Monitor\",\"NodeSW\":\"Ranmonitor v1.0\"}"}
Main attributes are:














uuid: Unique identifier of event.
key: use case identifier.
timestamp: Unix timestamp (UTC), specifying when the event is detected.
CreateTime: Date/time (UTC), specifying when the event was created in string format.
DetectTime: Date/time (UTC), specifying when the event was detected in string format.
Category: Category of event.
Description: Short free text human readable description.
Type: Type of event source.
SourceID: Unique sensor’s identifier.
Location: estimated location of event.
Latitude/Longitude/Altitude: Location of sensor node.

Unauthorized Interference. High level of non-intentional interference or jamming
interference (including noise) causing service degradation or outage in a specific cell.

{"headers":{"uuid":"904ffa78-123a-22cd-a378-3147ac015551","key":"07acc1b4-6790-11eb-ae930242ac130002","timestamp":"1608041123"},"body":"{\"SourceID\":\"5030a844-3ed5-11eb-b3780242ac130004\",\"Type\":\"Interference\",\"Latitude\":\"37.38211\",\"Longitude\":\"6.028726\",\"Altitude\":\"0\",\"CreateTime\":\"Dec 15th, 14:05:24 pm\",\"DetectTime\":\"Dec 15th,
14:05:23 pm\",\"Category\":\"Recognize.Interference\",\"Description\":\"High level of interference
(including noise) causing service degradation or outage in a specific
cell\",\"Freq\":\"2670\",\"NodeName\": \"eu.resisto.ranmonitor.1\",\"NodeType\":
\"Spectrum/Monitor\",\"NodeSW\":\"Ranmonitor v1.0\"}"}
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Main attributes are:












uuid: Unique identifier of event.
key: use case identifier.
timestamp: Unix timestamp (UTC), specifying when the event is detected.
CreateTime: Date/time (UTC), specifying when the event was created in string format.
DetectTime: Date/time (UTC), specifying when the event was detected in string format.
Category: Category of event.
Description: Short free text human readable description.
Type: Type of event source.
SourceID: Unique sensor’s identifier.
Location: estimated location of event.
Latitude/Longitude/Altitude: Location of sensor node.

Regarding KPIs, we will measure the KPIs related to detection (more details in D3.8):
 Number of detected physical threats
 Time to Detection
 Sensitivity of the monitoring system sensors
Cell Service Availability Degradation
In relation to the attack to the small cell service availability, an attack/threat will be detected
where the attacker targets the small cell node providing the connectivity, thus negatively affecting
service availability by using direct methods (jamming) or indirect methods (rogue cell - i.e. IMSIcatcher). Two tests have been run.

Test 001. Rogue Cell threat
Description: In this first test, RANMONITOR starts running and monitors the cells in the
environment. At this point of the test the rogue cell is not turned on yet. Then, the rogue cell,
which has a Mobile Country Code (MCC) identifier unknown to the RANMONITOR networks
whitelist, is activated and the RAMONITOR sensor detects the rogue cell security event, therefore
sending an alarm to the RESISTO platform. Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the RANMONITOR User
Interface before and after the event.
The testbed (shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14) is made up of the following components:
 RANMONITOR sensor: Tool developed by Integrasys during RESISTO project able to
monitor and detect mobile Radio Access Networks (RAN) threats and attacks. It has one
modem and one USRP B210 SDR as physical sensors which send monitoring data to the
RANMONITOR backend server where all data is stored and analyzed, raising an
attack/threat alarm event in case an anomaly is detected (rogue cell threat in this test).
This information is sent through Kakfa to the RESISTO platform and through websocket to
the RANMONITOR frontend, the web interface of RANMONITOR
 Rogue Small cell: Software defined rogue cell that advertises as a real cell. This is used to
test the rogue small cell threat.
 SMA cables, RF combiner and RF distributor: Used to make the wired connections among
the different RF devices, that is: rogue small cell, modem and RANMONITOR SDR sensor.
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Figure 13: Test 001. Testbed Setup. No event detected

Figure 14: Test 001. Testbed Setup. Rogue Cell detected
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Figure 15: Test 001. RANMONITOR User Interface. No event detected
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Figure 16: Test 001. RANMONITOR User Interface. Rogue Cell detected
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Test 002. Jamming attack
Description: In the second test, RANMONITOR starts running and detects the small cell that will
be targeted by the jammer. At this point of the test the jammer is not turned on yet. Then, the
jammer starts transmitting a narrowband signal and the RAMONITOR sensor detects the jamming
security event, therefore sending an alarm to the RESISTO platform. Figure 19 and Figure 20 show
the RANMONITOR User Interface before and after the event.
The testbed (shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18) is made up of the following components:
 RANMONITOR sensor: (Same as described above) Tool developed by Integrasys during
RESISTO project able to monitor and detect mobile Radio Access Networks (RAN) threats
and attacks. It has one modem and one USRP B210 SDR as physical sensors which send
monitoring data to the RANMONITOR backend server where all data is stored and
analyzed, raising a alarm event in case an anomaly is detected (jamming attack in this
test). This information is sent through Kakfa to the RESISTO platform and through
websocket to the RANMONITOR frontend, the web interface of RANMONITOR
 Small cell: Software defined cell connected to a software defined Core Network (CN). This
small cell is the target of the jamming attack that is tested.
 Jammer: Software defined jammer, consisting of a Software Defined Radio that transmits
an interference narrowband signal targeting the small cell. This is used to test the
jamming attack.
 SMA cables, RF combiner and RF distributor: Used to make the wired connections among
the different RF devices, that is: small cell, jammer, modem and RANMONITOR SDR
physical sensor.
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Figure 17: Test 002. Testbed Setup. No event detected

Figure 18: Test 002. Testbed Setup. Jamming detected
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Figure 19: Test 002. RANMONITOR User Interface. No event detected
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Figure 20: Test 002. RANMONITOR User Interface. Jamming detected
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5.2.1.

Integration with Resisto Platform

Regarding KPIs, we will measure the KPIs related to detection phase (more details in D3.8 –
section 3.1):
 #1 Number of detected physical threats. Indicate the number of different types of
physical threats can be detected by the system.
 #2 Time to Detection. Indication the duration between the time instant an event of
interest happens and the time instant RESISTO issues a detection alert.
 #3 Sensitivity of the monitoring system sensors. Indication of the sensitivity of the
monitoring system’s sensors depending on the minimum signal strength that the sensors
are able to detect.
Next table shows the obtained measurements for KPIs #1, #2 and #3 from test-001 and test-002
carried out in the context of the first run of the Integrasys pilot.
KPI
#1 - Number of detected physical threats
#2 - Time to Detection
#3 - Sensitivity of the monitoring system sensors
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6. USE CASE 9: 5G NETWORK RESPONSE TO A SECURITY BREACH
6.1. Use Case Description
Introduction
With 5G, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) have gained a prominent position
in communication networks by enabling predictive analytics, trend analysis and early anomaly
detection, thus facilitating the decision-making process to solve or mitigate network problems in
a dynamic and proactive way. The explosion of network traffic enabled by 5G and the added
complexity introduced by virtualization of network resources have dramatically reinforced this
trend.
It is safe to assume that ML/AI will be a core component of future 5G network infrastructures in
the medium/long term. So, from the RESISTO perspective, the interoperation with external ML/AI
systems will represent a key requirement for integration in 5G networks. Thus, the primary
motivation to bring an external ML platform to UC#9 was to demonstrate how the RESISTO system
could be integrated with an advanced ML-enabled 5G technological environment, which is likely
to be the case with most future 5G infrastructures.
In this scenario, a potential overlap exists (partially, at least), since RESISTO Cyber/Physical
Correlator can be seen as functionally equivalent to the external ML platform. This issue was
extensively discussed in the initial stages of UC#9 definition, especially between Altice Labs and
Leonardo. Eventually, it was decided that in the context of UC#9 the external ML platform would
be in charge of incident anticipation and service loss probability calculation, while the RESISTO
correlator would collect the events generated by the ML platform (e.g., service loss probability
level calculated by the ML platform surpassing a given threshold) and execute the corresponding
rule-based actions.
In summary, one of distinctive features of UC#9 is the demonstration and validation of the
versatility of the RESISTO platform by being able to adapt to advanced technological environments
enabled by ML/AI, which are expected to be commonplace in future 5G infrastructures.

Testbed overview
A description of Use Case 9 was provided in D9.1 [1]. This section updates that description, with
an emphasis on the evolution since then, particularly in relation to the testbed infrastructure.
The use case is deployed on a 5G mobile network testbed, managed by Altice Labs, composed of
three main segments: the radio access network RAN including gNBs (two instances), the edge
network (two Edge Points of Presence) and the core network (single instance).
The use case is mainly focused on the 5G network edge and showcases features such as selfhealing, self-reconfiguration, edge optimization and machine learning-assisted network analysis.
The overall topology and main building blocks are represented in Figure 21, further details are
provided in section 6.2. It is important to note that each edge PoP (Edge PoP A and Edge PoP B) is
composed of two key components:
 The 5G UPF (User Plane Function), responsible for data routing/forwarding; it can be seen
as a distributed and configurable data plane from the Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
system perspective
 One or more edge apps, hosted in VMs placed at the network edge close to where their
processing power is most needed. It should be noted that this is a dummy app in the first
run and will have an active role in the second run, to be executed in the near future.
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Figure 21: Use Case 9 testbed overall structure
This scenario is in line with the ETSI/3GPP model, represented in Figure 22 [2]. Edge Apps are
hosted at edge PoPs, more specifically at Local Area Data Networks (LADN). The access to a LADN
is only available in a specific LADN service area. LADN is a service provided by the serving PLMN
(Public Land Mobile Network).

Figure 22: Integrated Mobile Edge Computing deployment in 5G (source: MEC in 5G networks,
ETSI White Paper No. 28)
One of the key concepts in 5G is Network Slicing, which allows the allocation of the required
features and resources from the available network functions to different services or to tenants
that are using the services.
Following the 3GPPP model outlined in [3], a network slice is composed of network slice subnets.
An end-to-end network slice is composed of multiple network slice subnets (e.g. RAN, Transport,
Edge, Core) with each of these subnets possibly consisting of further subnets – for example, the
RAN subnet can be decomposed into fronthaul, midhaul, and RAN network functions. Very
importantly, these network slice subnets can be dynamically instantiated, activated and deleted,
as convenient, to address network malfunctions or security incidents.
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Use Case Storyline
In a typical 5G network infrastructure, edge PoPs are expected to be plentiful and highly
disseminated, which means that the complexity of security management and control will increase
significantly, making traditional solutions inappropriate. On the other hand, as shown in this use
case, novel tools such as machine learning and network slicing provide efficient solutions to detect
and mitigate security incidents, respectively.
Using the network scenario represented in Figure 21 as a starting point, the main goal of the use
case is to demonstrate that RESISTO can be used in a 5G edge environment in conjunction with
emerging concepts such as network slicing and network automation to mitigate network
resilience and security incidents.
The probability of a security incident at edge PoP1 or gNB1 is assessed, making use of machine
learning (ML) techniques. The use case definition is based on the execution of different actions
depending on the perceived probability of incident taking place.
The potential security incident is identified based on the analysis of infrastructure-related alarms.
Possible scenarios are:
 An infrastructure-related issue (e.g. air conditioning failure) is detected in one of the Edge
PoP premises, followed by a steady increase of room temperature, which potentially leads
to a generalized service disruption.
 Unauthorized access to one of the edge PoPs is detected, followed by one or more
anomalous conditions, which denotes a security breach.
Fortunately, thanks to virtualization and network slicing, it is possible to migrate the affected
network resources to a different PoP, thus avoiding a noticeable service disruption from the end
users point of view.
Figure 23 illustrates the main steps of the use case. In summary, the use case is composed of
following states:
0. (Preamble) User Equipment (UE) traffic is forwarded (to Internet) through RAN A and
Edge PoP A
1. (Preparation) Following the detection of a potential security incident at edge PoP A or
(probability ≥ 30%), a new instance of the edge app is deployed in a neighboring edge
PoP )
2. (Activation) When the security incident probability reaches 50%, the edge PoP deployed
in the previous step is activated
3. (Migration) When the security incident probability reaches 65%, handover is executed
and the user traffic is diverted from edge PoP A to edge PoP B.
4. (Postamble) The compromised network functions are removed and the respective
resources are released.
In this scenario, the network slice providing the communication service to the customer is
composed of several components (slice subnets) – e.g, the edge (Edge PoP 1, Edge PoP 2 slice
subnets), the 5G RAN (RAN 1, RAN 2 slice subnets) and the 5G core (Core DC slice subnet). After
the identification of a potential security incident or failure event in Edge PoP1, affecting an edge
app running in VM1, the service provider decides to instantiate and later activate the same app
in a different VM hosted in a different edge PoP, and eventually forcing a traffic handover to divert
the data path from edge PoP 1 to edge PoP 2. Meanwhile, the network slice remains the same
from the customer perspective. The process is illustrated in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: 5G infrastructure main components and slice subnets
A differentiating feature of this use case is the fact it is driven by an external ML platform, which
enables the prediction of security incidents, quantified by a numeric value (P) between 0 and 100.
The ML platform communicates with the RESISTO platform through Kafka, as described in section
6.2.1. According to the value calculated by the ML platform, different actions are ordered by the
RESISTO platform to be executed on the 5G testbed infrastructure.
Next figure represents the basic use case workflow.

Figure 24: Use case workflow (states 1-3)
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Table 1 summarizes the 5 states of the use case, i.e. 0-4, of which states 1, 2 and 3 are supposed
to be triggered by specific events and represent the most relevant parts of the use case, whereas
states 0 and 4 are essentially the preamble and the conclusion. A more detailed explanation of
these steps and the results of the tests is provided in section 6.3.
Table 1: Use case SONATA workflow summary

State 0
Preamble

Triggered by
SONATA

State 4
Postamble

State 3
Migration

State 2
Activation

State 1
Preparation

Edge PoP 1
Edge PoP 2
Network
Triggered by
SONATA
Edge PoP 1
Edge PoP 2
Network
Triggered by
SONATA
Edge PoP 1
Edge PoP 2
Network
Triggered by
SONATA
Edge PoP 1

Initial state
Pre-establish a 5G network slice composed of the following slice subnets:
 EDGE1 (gNB1 + UPF1)
 DN1
 EDGE2 (gNB2 + UPF2)
 5G Core (AMF + SMF + UPF + ...)
 UE
gNB1, UPF1 and DN1 in active state; forwarding UE traffic to/from the 5G
core
gNB2, UPF2 instantiated but not active
UE traffic from/to core via gNB1/Edge1

P≥30%
Create new slice subnet DN2
DN2 VM created, not active
UE traffic from/to core via gNB1/Edge1

P≥50%
Activate DN2 and attach it as a new slice subnet
DN2 VM booted
UE traffic from/to core via gNB1/Edge1

P≥65%
Order UE handover EDGE1 → EDGE2
gNB1, UPF1 and DN1 in active state but no longer forwarding traffic between
UE and 5G core

Edge PoP 2

gNB2, UPF2 and DN2 VMs running; forwarding UE traffic to/from the 5G core

Network
Triggered by
SONATA
Edge PoP 1
Edge PoP 2

UE traffic from/to core via gNB2/Edge2 (handover)

Network

UE traffic from/to core via gNB2/Edge2

State 3
Remove DN1
DN1 deactivated and shutdown
gNB2, UPF2 and DN2 - VMs running; forwarding UE traffic to/from the 5G
core

6.2. Pilot Preparation, Integration and Initial Setup
Figure 25 illustrates the main building blocks of UC#9, which are:
1. Altice Labs ML platform
2. RESISTO platform
3. Altice Labs 5G testbed
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Figure 25: Full end-to-end view of UC#9 components

6.2.1.

Machine learning component

The predictive model used in Use Case #9, which corresponds to the red rectangle on the left hand
side of Figure 25, can be seen as the practical application and validation of the work carried out
by Altice Labs in the framework of WP5, as reported in deliverable D5.4 [4]. In the context of UC#9,
the role of this predictive model is the anticipation of certain infrastructure incidents and failures
and the respective quantification through a numeric value, supposed to express the probability of
such events to happen. This information is supposed to be consumed by the RESISTO platform
and ultimately trigger the appropriate pre-emptive or mitigation actions on the network
infrastructure, if/when needed.

Data analysis, preparation and transformation
Real data provided by MEO (Altice brand name for mobile and fixed operations in Portugal)
operational infrastructure feeds Altice Labs Machine Learning platform. This data set corresponds
to a very wide network footprint in terms of the supported technology domains. The data set
includes mobile radio access network (e.g. 2G, 3G, 4G) and fixed (e.g. PON) access networks
alarms, as well as backhaul and core alarmist information. The alarmist information is provided as
changes to instances of alarms events, each instance is defined by a problem, an equipment and
a time interval. In addition to the technology information, each alarm instance also includes
related inventory entry and associated geographical area. The available data includes alarms
produced in a 9-month period, after an initial exploratory data analysis, the historical data was
exported in parquet file with a selection of fields described in Table 2.
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Table 2: Data structure
Data source
Description
Type of instance change event (NEW, CHANGE, PURGE or
CLEAR)
BIGINT System date for the creation of the alarm instance
STRING Subsystem that sends the alarm events
STRING Technology of the entity of the alarm instance
STRING Identifier of the object/entity of the alarm instance

Category
Instance

Field
eventtype

Type
STRING

Instance time
Context
Context
Entity
identification
Entity
identification
Physical
location
Problem
identification
Problem
identification
Relevance
Relevance

systemcreatetime
subsystem
technology
managed
objectinstance
moiexternalid

STRING

Identifier of the object/entity of the alarm instance in
external systems
Local code of the instalation point of the equipment/entity

localcode

STRING

alarmtype

STRING

specificproblem

STRING

ITU-T X.733
Standand based event type classification
The problem associated with alarm instance

severity
urgency

STRING
STRING

Severity of the problem
Urgency of the problem

Next figure illustrates the frequency of alarms according to day of week / hour.

Figure 26: Alarm frequency heatmap (day of week / hour)
Alarms were grouped in geographical areas (region codes), consolidated in 1-hour time steps. The
model uses data from the last 12 hours from each region code.
The preparation and transformation of the data set included 3 basic steps:
1. Data import, cleaning and formatting, including the conversion of the data files from
parquet to HDF5 and the data pre-processing to eliminate extraneous information;
2. Data filtering, based on a pre-analysis of the data and selection of the most relevant
features in view of the specific problem to be addressed;
3. Data pre-processing, including data aggregation per region code per hour, to facilitate
integration of the data in the model.
Table 3 provides schema of the final data after being processed, before being consumed by the
model.
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Table 3: Schema of final data before model consumption
Field
Datetime
Region code
Critical
Major
Warning
Minor
Total
Avg. critical last 12 hours
Avg. major last 12 hours
Avg. warning last 12 hours
Avg. minor last 12 hours
Exponential Weighted Mean

Description
Time domain placement of the records, hourly
Spatial segmentation of the data, around 1400 regions
Volume of critical severity alarms
Volume of major severity alarms
Volume of warning severity alarms
Volume of minor severity alarms
Volume of the total occurring alarms
Average number of critical severity alarms in the last 12 hours
Average number of major severity alarms in the last 12 hours
Average number of warning severity alarms in the last 12 hours
Average number of minor severity alarms in the last 12 hours
Exponential weighted mean of the critical severity alarms in the
last 12 hours

Model training, validation and deployment
The validation and training of the model included two major steps:
1. Selection and configuration of the AI/ML algorithm: After several tests with different
algorithms (e.g. ARIMA, SARIMA, SARIMAX, random forest), it was concluded that LSTM
(Long Short Term Memory) is the algorithm that fits best the characteristics of the
problem under consideration.
2. Validation: After the model has been built, data was ingested to train the model. Alarms
from 1400 region codes were available, of which a subset was selected after a few tests,
with a view to optimizing the training process. The criteria to select region codes was
mainly related to the variety of alarms, so that the model could be trained with a wide
variety of alarms, ranging from critical to minor.
The deployed ML pipeline is represented in the next figure.
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Figure 27: ML pipeline architecture
Table 4 provides an overview of the role played by each of the components identified in the figure
above.
Table 4: ML pipeline components
Component
Consumer
Preprocessor

Model
Predictor

Producer
Scheduler














Kafka
Kafdrop
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Role
Collects the alarms and sends them to the Preprocessor.
Receives the alarms from Consumer and stores them in memory.
Stores periodically the alarms to csv files.
Once every hour, aggregates data from csv files from the previous hour and
processes the data. Stores again to disk (.hdf5 file) and deletes the csv files from the
disk.
Loads the model.
Collects data from disk and processes data to be consumed by the prediction model.
Performs prediction in relation to each region code.
Sends results to the Producer service.
Stores prediction results and other metrics to disk (.csv).
Sends messages indicating potential risk to output Kafka.
Issues requests to the Preprocessor service to store periodically alarms from memory
to disk.
Issues requests to the Preprocessor service to aggregate the alarms from the
previous hour.
Issues requests to Model Predictor service to start the predictions.
Message broker
UI to access configurations/data of the Kafka service
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Finally, the model output is delivered to the RESISTO platform through a Kafka producer
component. For testing and validation purposes, the use case was triggered using a sequence of
pre-built Kafka messages.

6.2.2.

5G testbed

The Altice Labs 5G testbed has been built, evolved and maintained in the framework of the H2020
ICT-17 5G-VINNI project [5]. The main infrastructure components, as of March 2021, are
represented in Figure 28. The characteristics are summarized below:



Fully functional and validated indoor 5G SA infrastructure
5G NR – 3.7/3.8 GHz by ASOCS (currently installed in indoor laboratory environment;
outdoor infrastructure installation under way)
 Integration of several 5G SA CPE devices validated (e.g. Huawei 5G CPE Pro H112-372)
 O-RAN compliant CU/DU/RU RAN functional splitting
 5G SA Core based on Fraunhofer Fokus’ Open5GCore (Release 5, upgrade to Release 6
under way)
 Automated deployment and lifecycle management of 5G core components by SONATA
 5G network slicing (QoS differentiation not possible yet)
 Integration of Open5GCore with edge computing (Intel Openness) currently under way
(as of March 2021).
It should be noted that, because a single ASOCS RAN is presently available and the use case
requires at least two 5G gNBs, emulated gNBs and UE have been used to implement the use case.
From the use case perspective, this is a minor issue as the radio part is a relatively secondary
component of the use case and the application scenario.
The SONATA NFV orchestrator [6] is the key component to guarantee the intermediation between
the RESISTO platform and the 5G testbed infrastructure. Details of the SONATA northbound API
exposed to the RESISTO platform are provided in section 6.2.3.

Figure 28: Altice Labs 5G testbed
As stated above, the 5G SA core is supported by a dedicated instance of Fraunhofer Fokus’
Open5GCore Rel 5 [7]. Below is the list of the 5G core components known by the NRF (Network
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Repository Function), which is the element in charge of providing an updated repository of all the
5G elements available in the 5G network (not included in this list are the gNBs and the UPFs).
nrf.nf_table_print
---------- [paths_ht] ----------Number of entries: 4
Number of empty slots: 29 out of 32
Hash 1, entries: 2
-------- Subscriptions ------NF ID: AUSF
--------------------------------------- Subscriptions ------NF ID: amf
-------------------------------Hash 19, entries: 1
-------- Subscriptions ------NF ID: SMF
-------------------------------Hash 21, entries: 1
-------- Subscriptions ------NF ID: UDM
--------------------------------------- [paths_ht] end ---------

The installation of Open5GCore Rel 6 in the 5G-VINNI infrastructure is now under way and this
new Release will be used in the RESISTO testbed in the WP9 pilot second run. Although, from the
use case point of view, this new version does not modify radically the technical solution, the
availability of PCF and NEF 5G core components is expected to facilitate the support of edge
computing capabilities, which will be explored with a view to the integration of application
components at the edge (as noted in section 6.1, this feature is underplayed in the 1st test run).

6.2.3.

Integration with RESISTO platform components

As illustrated in Figure 25, the RESISTO platform is the central component of UC#9 and is
integrated with the two other basic components – Altice Labs’ ML platform and Altice Labs’ 5G
testbed. This section provides an overview of how this integration was accomplished.

Integration ML platform / RESISTO platform
As shown in Figure 25, the final step of the ML pipeline is the Kafka producer, which delivers the
output to the Kafka consumer on RESISTO platform. Exemplary Kafka messages indicating
probabilities 30%, 56% and 80%, which have been used during testing and validation campaigns
to trigger UC#9 states 1, 2 and 3, respectively, are shown below.
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{"headers":{"uuid":"e140b43e-57fc-4922-8c6785df29cce8c3","timestamp":"1616069988"},"body":"{\"SourceID\":\"84786359-c024445e-80bc5adc4e5d6ca0\",\"Type\":\"600\",\"Altitude\":\"0\",\"Longitude\":\"8.6538\",\"La
titude\":\"40.6405\",\"Probability\":\"30\"}"}
{"headers":{"uuid":"56fc697f-7df3-432e-afe455f80f366261","timestamp":"1616070018"},"body":"{\"SourceID\":\"84786359-c024445e-80bc5adc4e5d6ca0\",\"Type\":\"601\",\"Altitude\":\"0\",\"Longitude\":\"8.6538\",\"La
titude\":\"40.6405\",\"Probability\":\"56\"}"}
{"headers":{"uuid":"4e0aad4b-49b4-4441-a54cc2a226c83047","timestamp":"1616070040"},"body":"{\"SourceID\":\"84786359-c024445e-80bc5adc4e5d6ca0\",\"Type\":\"602\",\"Altitude\":\"0\",\"Longitude\":\"8.6538\",\"La
titude\":\"40.6405\",\"Probability\":\"80\"}"}

Integration of ALB 5G testbed / RESISTO platform
The key component that handle the integration of the RESISTO platform with the 5G testbed is
the SONATA NFV orchestrator. Essentially, the 5G testbed is expected to execute the orders issued
by the RESISTO platform. The integration of the two domains is supported by the API exposed by
the SONATA orchestrator, as shown in Table 5.
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Table 5: SONATA API exposed to the RESISTO platform
Id
1

2

Action
Create Slice
composed of 1
or more Slice
Subnet (w/
physical
location)
Create Slice
Subnet (w/
physical
location)

HTTP
Method
POST

Endpoint
curl -X POST http://<sonata-ip>:<sonataport>/api/v1/slice -d
'{"sliceName":"<sliceName>","sliceTemplateId":"<slice
TemplateId>" , "location":"<vimId>"}' -vvv -H 'contenttype:application/json'

Output
Status
201

PUT

curl -X PUT http://<sonata-ip>:<sonataport>/api/v1/slice/<sliceName>/action/create -d
'{"sliceSubnetName":"<sliceSubnetName>",
"sliceSubnetTemplateId":"<sliceSubnetTemplateId>",
"location":"<vimId>"}' -vvv -H 'contenttype:application/json'

202

3

Add Slice
Subnet to a
Slice

PUT

curl -X PUT http://<sonata-ip>:<sonataport>/api/v1/slice/<sliceName>/action/add -d
'{"sliceSubnetName":"<sliceSubnetName>"}' -vvv -H
'content-type:application/json'

202

4

Order UE
Registration

PUT

curl -X PUT http://<sonata-ip>:<sonataport>/api/v1/slice/<sliceName>/action/registration -d
'{"sliceSubnet":"<sliceSubnetName>"}' -vvv -H
'content-type:application/json'

202

5

Order UE
Handover

PUT

curl -X PUT http://<sonata-ip>:<sonataport>/api/v1/slice/<sliceName>/action/handover -d
'{"sliceSubnetSrc":"<sliceSubnetName>","sliceSubnetD
st":" <sliceSubnetName>"} ' -vvv -H 'contenttype:application/json'

202

6

Remove Slice
Subnet from a
Slice

PUT

curl -X PUT http://<sonata-ip>:<sonataport>/api/v1/slice/<sliceName>/action/remove -d
'{"sliceSubnetName":"<sliceSubnetName>"}' -vvv -H
'content-type:application/json'

202

7

Delete Slice
Subnet

PUT

curl -X PUT http://<sonata-ip>:<sonataport>/api/v1/slice/<sliceName>/action/delete -d
'{"sliceSubnetName":"<sliceSubnetName>"}' -vvv -H
'content-type:application/json'

202

8

Delete Slice
composed of 1
or more Slice
Subnet
Request the
state
information

DELETE

curl -X DELETE http://<sonata-ip>:<sonataport>/api/v1/slice -d '{"sliceName": "<sliceName>"}' vvv -H 'content-type:application/json'

204

GET

curl -X GET http://<sonata-ip>:<sonataport>/api/v1/slice/<sliceName>/status -vvv -H
'content-type:application/json'

200

9
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Output
Body

{"sliceName":"<slice
Name>","status":"<st
atus>","sliceSubnetId
s":"[{\"sliceSubnetNa
me\":\"<sliceSubnet
Name>\",\"status\":\
"<status>\"},{\"sliceS
ubnetName\":\"<slic
eSubnetName>\",\"st
atus\":\"<status>\"}]"
}
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The connection between ALB 5G testbed and RESISTO platform is supported by an OpenConnect
VPN (http://www.infradead.org/openconnect/).

6.3. Description of Test Cases and Test Scenarios (Testing flow)
UC#9 has been validated through the execution of the steps identified before. This section
provides the result of these tests, as shown through the user interfaces of the RESISTO platform
and the SONATA orchestrator, as well as the impact on the 5G testbed.
The tests were executed end-to-end, following the sequence shown in Figure 25. Because the full
execution of the machine learning pipeline, as described in section 6.2.1, is time consuming, the
testing process was streamlined by simulating the relevant alarms through a Kafka producer.
In this section, the sequence of test steps is presented, including a table indicating how the main
components are expected to behave.

6.3.1.

Test case sequence

The management of the mitigation actions that include the interaction of RESISTO with the
Orchestrator component are carried out by means of the RESISTO workflow manager component.
The workflow component is described in detail in deliverable D5.3 [8].
For this particular use case, three different workflows were used, one for each phase. The scheme
of the implemented workflows is shown in the next three figures.

Figure 29: Workflow manager – implemented workflow for UC#9 state 1

Figure 30: Workflow manager – implemented workflow for UC#9 state 2
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Figure 31: Workflow manager – implemented workflow for UC#9 state 3

Step 0 – Preamble
The initial state of the main network components is indicated in Table 6.
Table 6: Initial state (Preamble)
SONATA

Edge PoP 1
Edge PoP 2
Network
RESISTO
platform
5G testbed

Pre-establish a 5G network slice composed of the following slice subnets
(Figure 34):
 EDGE1 (gNB1 + UPF1)
 DN1
 EDGE2 (gNB2 + UPF2)
 5G Core (AMF + SMF + UPF + ...)
 UE
gNB1, UPF1 and DN1 in active state; forwarding UE traffic to/from the 5G core
gNB2, UPF2 instantiated but not active
UE traffic from/to core via gNB1/Edge1
RESISTO interface with risk predictor Altice Labs model in the normal situation.
No alarms at the moment (Figure 32).
Traffic from/to the Internet flowing through edge PoP A. The result of a ping
from the emulated user equipment (UE) to the 5G Internet gateway (IGW)
component is shown in Figure 23.

In the next figure, the User Interface of the Risk Predictor, within the SC2 platform, is depicted.
The Risk Predictor assesses the consequences of positive and negative events on each
infrastructure, in terms of components and indicators. This ability represents not only the actual
state of each component but also its risk in the next future (i.e., minutes or hours).
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Figure 32: Use case State 0 – Risk Predictor
In state 0, each element of the map (i.e., the central part of the interface) is green, meaning that
the devices are properly working, as also depicted in Figure 33. The objects in the map can be
moved to change the actual visualization. It should be noted that not all network nodes
represented in Figure 33 are identified in section 6.2.2, as the transport network is considered
logically and functionally out of the scope of the 5G testbed infrastructure. Details of the model
underlying the Risk Predictor can be found in D4.4 [9].
The Risk Predictor has also a set of possible indicators, to summarize the foreseen state of the
infrastructure as already described in D4.4. For this use case, they are:
• Global QoS (Quality of Service): the ability to properly work of the entire
telecommunication infrastructure.
• Service QoS: the ability to properly transmit the services around the network.
• Building QoS: the foreseen state of the buildings where the routers are present.
• Redundancy QoS: the future level of resilience of the network.
• Transport Network QoS: the possible risk connected to Transport network.
• Routing QoS: the ability to correctly routing packets to the right destination.
• Switching QoS: the ability of properly work of the set of switches in the network.
• Firewall QoS: the foreseen ability of the firewall operations.
The Risk Predictor evaluates these indicators as mean values among set of specific agents in the
model. For instance, the Global QoS is computed as the mean value among Service, Redundancy
and transport network QoS.
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Figure 33: Use Case State 0 – the map of the Risk Predictor

Figure 34 shows the list of existing slice subnets on the 5G infrastructure and the respective state,
as displayed by the SONATA user interface: 1 emulated UE, two edge PoPs, 1 data network (hosted
at edge PoP 1), 1 5g core.
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Figure 34: SONATA initial state
The connectivity between the UE and Internet Gateway (IGW) is shown below for a period of 10
seconds. Apart the first two packets, the round trip delay is relatively stable, in the interval [2, 4]
ms.
ping 10.128.1.51 -c 10
PING 10.128.1.51 (10.128.1.51) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=1228 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=220 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=3 ttl=64 time=3.02 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=4 ttl=64 time=3.13 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=5 ttl=64 time=2.81 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=6 ttl=64 time=2.55 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=7 ttl=64 time=3.43 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=8 ttl=64 time=3.71 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=9 ttl=64 time=2.97 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=10 ttl=64 time=3.52 ms
--- 10.128.1.51 ping statistics --10 packets transmitted, 10 received, 0% packet loss, time 9019ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 2.552/147.427/1228.121/366.039 ms, pipe 2
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Step 1 – Preparation (P≥30%)
In state 1, an initial indication of security incident (P ≥ 30%) is received and the action of deploying
al alternate VM at Edge 2 is triggered. However, the traffic flow from/to the UE is unaffected and
continues to be supported by Edge 1.
Table 7: Step 1 (Preparation)
SONATA
Edge PoP 1
Edge PoP 2
Network
RESISTO
platform

5G testbed

Create new slice subnet DN2 (Figure 37)
DN2 VM created, not active
UE traffic from/to core via gNB1/Edge1
 Medium risk situation. The Risk predictor shows the risk map based on
disaster probability (Figure 35)
 First step completed on the orchestrator. The workflow commanded to
the orchestrator to create the new slice (Figure 36)
-

In State 1, the Risk Predictor receives the message on the probability of a specific device, i.e., Edge
PoP 1. This negative event can generate the consequences that are visualized in Figure 35. The
main idea of this testbed is the transmission of some services, provided by the server that is the
central element of the map, towards the customer that is the green block at the top of the picture.
The packets are transmitted through the right path which contains the Edge PoP 1.
The devices in the map are differently affected by this negative event. The five devices in the right
chain of the picture are presenting a medium-high risk, with values that are ranging from 42% and
57%. All the other components of the network in Figure 35 have a medium risk (i.e., around 88%)
because they can exploit the backup path to transmit the information.
For the indicators, the Switching QoS is calculated as the mean value between the Nexus switches,
with a low risk. The Routing QoS is the mean value on the foreseen risk among the different
routers, such as Edge PoP 1, Edge PoP 2, ASR 903_1, ASR 903_2, ASR 920_1, ASR 920_2 and Core
Router, as presented in Figure 33. Also in this case, the foreseen risk is low. The transport network
QoS is assessed as the mean value between Routing and Switching QoS. The Service QoS is the
mean value of the antennas, the cellular area and the customer, with a medium-high risk.
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Figure 35: UC#9 State 1 - Risk Predictor
Figure 36 and Figure 37 confirm that both the RESISTO Orchestration Controller and the SONATA
orchestrator user interfaces indicate the existence of a new slice subnet (dn_2), which did not
exist in state 0.
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Figure 36: UC#9 State 1 – Orchestration Controller

Figure 37: UC#9 State 1 - SONATA
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Step 2 – Activation (P≥50%)
In state 2, a second alarm related to the increase of security incident probability (P≥50%) is
received and the newly created VM at Edge 2 is supposed to be activated and attached to the
network slice. It should be noted that in the 1st test run, this VM does not play an active role in
the use case yet, however its creation illustrates the capability to react to specific security
incidents through the dynamic creation of a virtual resource.
In terms of the date plane, the traffic flow from/to the UE is still unaffected and continues to be
supported by Edge 1.
Table 8: Step 2 (Activation)
SONATA
Edge PoP 1
Edge PoP 2
Network
RESISTO
platform
5G testbed

Activate DN2 and attach it as a new slice subnet (already done in state 1)
DN2 VM booted
UE traffic from/to core via gNB1/Edge1
Second step completed. High risk probability detected. The workflow
commanded to the Orchestrator to activate the failover site. The Orchestrator
adds the dn2_10 slice to the network (Figure 38)
-

Figure 38: UC#9 State 2 – Orchestration controller

Step 3 – Migration (P≥65%)
In state 3, a third alarm related to the increase of security incident probability (≥ 65%) is received
and the traffic from/to the UE flows now through Edge 2.
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Table 9: State 3 (Migration)
SONATA
Edge PoP 1
Edge PoP 2
Network
RESISTO
platform
5G testbed

Order UE handover EDGE1 → EDGE2
gNB1, UPF1 and DN1 in active state but no longer forwarding traffic between
UE and 5G core
gNB2, UPF2 and DN2 VMs running; forwarding UE traffic to/from the 5G core
UE traffic from/to core via gNB2/Edge2 (handover)
Very high risk detected: probability is 70%. Risk Predictor shows the estimated
impact (Figure 39)
Verify the impact of the handover in the data plane through ping to the
Internet Gateway.

The situation is worsening as depicted in Figure 39 (Risk Predictor). The devices in the network
are colored of dark orange, meaning that the risk is high.
The indicators are also decreasing their values, meaning that the situation is getting worse.

Figure 39: UC#9 State 3 - Risk Predictor
In relation to the data plane, the handover from gNB1/Edge Pop1 to gNB2/Edge PoP2 is executed
in this step. The impact of the traffic handover on the data plane performance can be seen below
through a ping command. Although no packet loss is reported, the round trip delay suffers a
sudden increase (1042 ms for icmp_seq=5), which corresponds to the moment when the
handover was executed.
ping 10.128.1.51 -c 10
PING 10.128.1.51 (10.128.1.51) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=763 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=4.36 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=3 ttl=64 time=3.95 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=4 ttl=64 time=3.14 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=5 ttl=64 time=1042 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=6 ttl=64 time=34.5 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=7 ttl=64 time=3.57 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=8 ttl=64 time=3.41 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=9 ttl=64 time=2.99 ms
64 bytes from 10.128.1.51: icmp_seq=10 ttl=64 time=3.73 ms
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Step 4 – Postamble (deletion of unused slice subnet)
In state 4, VM1/DN1, no longer being used, is deleted and the respective resources are released.
After state 4 completion, user traffic flows through edge PoP 2 and no longer through edge PoP
1, which has been under threat. After the security incident has been fixed, it should be possible
to migrate to the initial scenario, in which traffic flows through edge PoP 1. However, this is out
of the scope of this use case.
Table 10: State 4 (Postamble)
SONATA
Edge PoP 1
Edge PoP 2

Remove DN1 (Figure 41)
DN1 deactivated and shutdown
gNB2, UPF2 and DN2 - VMs running; forwarding UE traffic to/from the 5G core

Network
RESISTO
platform

UE traffic from/to core via gNB2/Edge2
Third step completed. The workflow commanded to the Orchestrator to switch
to the failover site. Orchestration Controller has finished the handover
operations and deletes dn1_10 slice, no longer used (Figure 40)
-

5G testbed

Figure 40: UC#9 State 4 – Orchestration Controller
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Figure 41: UC#9 State 4 – SONATA
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6.4. KPI measurements
During use case’s 9 first run, a number of KPIs were measured. These KPIs are part of the final KPI
list defined in D3.8 as the KPIs that should be measured during the piloting activities of the project.
For the first run, four (4) KPIs in the list were measured:





#2: Number of detected cyber threats (described in section 3.1.2 of D3.8)
#5: Decision-making time--average (described in section 3.2.2 of D3.8)
#6: Mitigation time--average (described in section 3.2.3 of D3.8)
#8: Number of validated security modules integrated into the RESISTO platform
(described in section 3.4.1 of D3.8)

Measurements for KPIs #2 and #8 contribute in a cumulative manner to a single value of the
corresponding KPI for the whole system, e.g., adding the values measured in all use case scenarios
for the KPI #2 will give us the final value for this KPI.
For the first run of use case 9, these measurements were:
KPI

Use-case 9

#2

1

#8

61

For KPIs #5 and #6 the following values were measured:
KPI

Use case 9

#5

1321 ms (average)

#6

5000 ms (average)

6.5. Estimated Resilience Indicators (RIs) Description
For use case 9, there are no RIs from the Long-Term Control Loop (LTCL). This is because of the
way that the use case was defined. The use case focused on a 5G network’s response to a security
approach by use of a redundant path from the customers to the internet. As the risk associated
with the current path increases, the components associated with the redundant path are
activated and consequently traffic is switched to this path, thereby deactivating the components
of the original path. As a result, there is a fixed number of components and connections in the
network at any given time, therefore, the performance functions used in the other use cases,
working arcs and working nodes, would not show any variation throughout the event. This would
mean that the selected RIs used in the other use cases would not show any difference either.
Consequently, it was decided that instead of the resilience performance curves and the RIs, flow
diagrams would be created to show how the flow moves and varies depending on the indicator.
The network topology used in the simulations for the LTCL is seen in Figure 42. For this use case,
there are already redundant paths incorporated into the system, seen in gray. The active
connection used for communication by the user is nodes 0 and 1. In case there is an increase in
probability of failure of the nodes 1, 2, 4 and 3, the connection between 0 and 2 is activated,
ensuring uninterrupted service.

1

ML-based cyber detector, correlator, workflow, risk predictor, orchestration controller, SONATA
orchestrator
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Figure 42: The testbed used in UC9. The nodes are colour coded
based on if they are currently in use or not. The nodes and arcs
that are gray are not active in the original system and will only
be used as a redundant path in an adverse event.

The use case is based on the use of indicators to determine the path taken for the requests to go
from customers at node 0 to the service provided at node 7. Figure 43 shows the network topology
and information flow when the indicator, represented in this case as node failure probability of
the components, is less than 35%. Because the indicator is low, the system functions as normal
and the requests follow the original path from node 0 via nodes 1, 4, 3 to node 5 from where it is
forwarded to node 7. The redundant nodes and path of 2, 8 and 9 are not in use and not activated
as the indicator is low.

Figure 43: The testbed flow and active nodes when the node
failure probability is less than 35%. The active nodes are seen in
blue. Nodes and arcs that are gray are not in use. The nodes and
arcs that are gray are not active in the original system and will only
be used as a redundant path in an adverse event.
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The next step in the use case is reflected in Figure 44, when the probability of failure is between
35% and 50%. When this occurs, the redundant nodes are initiated and ready for the transfer of
flow if the indicator continues to rise. This activation is reflected in the figure with nodes 2, 8 and
9 changing to blue and the arcs between nodes 2, 8 and 9 turning black. The connection between
node 0 and node 2 stays gray because the node failure probability has not passed the limit of 50%,
therefore the original flow from 0 → 1 → 4 → 3 → 5 is still active.

Figure 44: The testbed flow and active nodes (blue) when the
node failure probability is between 35% and 50%. The redundant
nodes are all active as well as the arcs connecting them, except
for the connection between 0 and 2. This remains inactive, seen
in gray, as the indicator is not above the threshold of 50%.

Finally, the conversion to the redundant path is made when the indicator reaches more than 50%
as seen in Figure 45. The flow now does not go through nodes 1, 4 and 3, but instead goes through
node 2, 8 and 9. This allows for the customer to have continued service without noticing any
disruption while the path containing nodes 1, 4 and 3 is being repaired.
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Figure 45: The testbed flow and active nodes/arcs when the node
failure probability is above 50%. The redundant path containing
nodes 2, 8 and 9 is now active as well as the connection between
node 0 and 2. The path containing nodes 1, 4 and 3 is now inactive
and being repaired. Blue nodes are active with flow and gray
nodes are not active, as at this point in time, being repaired.
The system is modeled with both static connections between 0 and 1 and 0 and 2 and dynamic
connections as activated after the change in failure probability. With this, the consequences of
failures in these connections is simulated. For a very small test-bed the results are quite straight
forward as presented in the following sections.

Flow diagrams
As the path selection results are quite straight forward, they have been explained above with
suitable illustrations. Another approach with both connections active and in use is also
considered, see Figure 46. In this case, static connections between node 0 and node 1 and node
0 and node 2 are modelled, and any disruption in connectivity will directly impact the traffic
received on node 7. As the network consists of only 9 nodes, this scenario was also tested to get
a better understanding of the network. This was simulated with two attacks one after another.
Each node’s flow is measured and given a corresponding color depending on the value of flow. If
the flow is at 100% as normal, it is green. As the flow decreases, the color changes to yellow when
the flow is 50% and to red when the flow is at zero.
The normal functioning of the testbed is the top left in Figure 46. With the first attack, the
connectivity fails between 0 and 1 and with uniform balancing of load from node 0 to node 1 and
2, traffic would drop to 50%, see the top right in Figure 46. The second attack would knockout the
entire communication channel and the services will no longer be available to the consumers at
node 0 as shown in the bottom left of Figure 46. Finally, after some time, the system can recover
and all nodes are back to 100%, as seen in the bottom right of Figure 46.
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Figure 46: The progression of flow in the testbed for UC9. The color of the
nodes corresponds to the amount of flow that is passing through the
node. Nodes that are green are receiving and processing 100% of the
requests. Yellow nodes receive and process about 50%. Red nodes are
not processing or receiving any requests, therefore there is no service to
the customer with red nodes.

6.6. Key Takeaways, Challenges and Roadblocks from Piloting First Run
In the first test run an end-to-end execution of UC#9 has been performed, which allowed to verify
the integration of the major use case building blocks (i.e. Altice Labs’ ML platform, RESISTO
platform, 5G testbed) and validate the main features of the use case. As noted before, the
integration of an external machine learning platform in the detection phase is a differentiating
characteristic of this use case compared to other RESISTO use cases. This shows the versatility of
the RESISTO platform to be integrated in different environments.
In summary, it can be said that the objectives for UC#9 1st test run have been accomplished.
Although no major roadblocks can be identified so far, there are evolutions and improvements
planned to be implemented in the 2nd test run:




The edge components DN1/VM1 and DN2/VM2, which in the 1st run are used mainly to
demonstrate the dynamic instantiation/activation/removal of virtual resources, are
planned to play a more effective role in the use case through the integration of an edge
computing platform, currently under way, with the migration of the 5G core to
Open5GCore release 6.
A more detailed performance evaluation will be executed, including the evaluation of the
impact of the use case, particularly the traffic handover, on data plane performance (e.g.
packet loss, throughput, round trip delay).
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7. CONCLUSION
The present document describes the testbeds and the first run of test for the piloting and
validation of the three use cases involved in the “Interconnected Critical Infrastructures” scenario:


Use case 5, sub case 2: Protection of Cloud Storage Services (lead by TIM)



Use case 8: PPDR Virtual Operator (lead by RTV)



Use case 9: 5G NETWORK RESPONSE TO A SECURITY BREACH (lead by ALB)

The testing of each use case has been descripted by the following information








Use Case Brief Description
Pilot Preparation, Integration and Initial Setup
Integration with RESISTO platform components
Other specific elements of the Use-Case
Description of testcases and Test Scenarios (Testing flow)
Piloting First Run – Use Case Execution undertaken
Key KPI measured, Takeaways, Challenges and Roadblocks from Piloting First Run

The testbeds have been set up and configured correctly. The connectivity to RESISTO platform has
been correctly established and different protocol and messages have been sent to the platform
in order to start testing the short and long term control loop.
While use case 5 and use case 8 have demonstrated the functionality and interconnection with
RESISTO platform, use case 9 has gone one step further measuring more KPI. We can conclude
that the testbeds are ready for testing the RESISTO platform in second loop run.
Testbeds are ongoing correctly and more detailed tests will be carried on in the second run. There
are evolutions and improvements planned to be implemented in the 2nd test run:





A more detailed performance evaluation will be executed,
Prepare and Perform tests in order to test short term and long term control loop in Resisto
platform
Prepare and Perform tests to check out Mitigation propagation rules.
Concerning use case 9:
o Migration of the 5G core to Open5GCore release 6.

The results of the first run tests, integrated with the results of the second run tests (D9.3), will be
discussed and analyzed into the foreseen documents D9.4, D9.5
Testbed are on-going satisfactory.
The results of the first run tests, integrated with the results of the second run tests (D9.3), will be
discussed and analyzed into the foreseen documents D9.4, D9.5
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